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PROLOGUE
Mankind and technology are inseparable in the 21st
century and it is difficult to imagine life without
technology. The newest technology which is emerging is
blockchain. In this newsletter do find an article written on
Block chain and how it will impact accounting. Hope you
find it useful.
Further do find articles on tax updates and also
compliances that are due in the month of March 22.
We will be happy to know your feedback and suggestions
to make the content of the newsletter better.
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Disclaimer:
The content of this newsletter does not
constitute legal advice and is provided for
general information purposes only.
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How will Blockchain Technology
affect Accounting?
BY Dhwani Dilip Patel
Blockchain technology has started to transform how many businesses
work. Despite being an elusive concept for many we cannot ignore the
magnitude with which it has gained momentum in changing almost all
the existing business operations. Especially, the financial sector is
already undergoing various reforms relating to banking, financial
markets, and fintech that revolve around blockchain. The accounting
practices too will inevitably be affected by this revolutionizing
technology.

What is blockchain technology?
Blockchain is a decentralized ledger that stores financial information
and is concerned with the transfer of ownership of assets. Each
transaction is recorded in a block that is interlinked to the one before
and after it, therefore, making a chain of blocks. All these transactions
are blocked together in an irreversible chain, hence blockchain. This
characteristic makes it immutable and eliminates any possibility of
tampering by a malicious body.
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How will Blockchain Technology
affect Accounting?
BY Dhwani Dilip Patel
The current state of accounting technology
Over the last few years, accounting has been heavily influenced by
digital technologies. Several operations are now digitized and
automated. This transformation, however, was adopted at a very later
stage compared to other industries that are massively disrupted by
these advancing technologies. There still exist so many individuals
that rely on traditional and conventional accounting practices that are
labour-intensive and time-consuming. Thanks to digital technologies
and AI, some of the existing practices are now being modernized.
These technologies are, however, good in facilitating the existing
accounting processes whereas blockchain is a comparatively new
technology that will evolve the accounting system on a more
fundamental level.

Looking back…
The blockchain system will be the next big leap for the accounting
industry. Modern accounting is based on a double-entry system of
recording transactions. Developed in 1494, this 500-year-old system
replaced single-entry accounting by introducing two ledgers system,
i.e., debit and credit. However, the double-entry system has flaws.
There is a lack of connection between the books of the two bodies as
they are recorded independently and separately as none of the
bodies are concerned with what accounting entry the other one is
passing. These flaws led to the debut of a new accounting method
called triple-entry accounting.
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How will Blockchain Technology
affect Accounting?
BY Dhwani Dilip Patel
The future: Triple-entry accounting
The triple-entry accounting system has three aspects: debit, credit,
and blockchain. Along with individual firms having their own books of
transactions they have an additional aspect which is the blockchain.
The third entry uses a smart contract that is cryptographically sealed
and contains all the essential details of the transaction. It is digitally
signed and is linked to the ledgers of both parties. As blockchain is
decentralized and cryptographically sealed, manipulating or falsifying
them is very difficult.

Audits
Since a large part of audits is verifying the accuracy of financial
records, blockchain technology will make the process shorter and
hassle-free. The transactions are recorded in the blockchain which are
sealed by a hash string and embedded in the blockchain. While
auditing, the auditor can generate the hash string and compare it with
the one stored in the blockchain. If the search matches the audit is
successful.

Future of accounting professionals
Looking at the current standards it is inevitable that future accounting
professionals will have to be technologically savvy to survive. New
concepts like cloud computing, automated accounting tasks, and
blockchain have already gained momentum and have been
implemented by big companies. As these technologies are rapidly
progressing, new professionals will have to build on a different set of
skills such as administrative, managerial, and analytical tasks that
cannot be performed by technology. They will have to build advisory
relationships with clients, spotting and analysing the trends.
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How will Blockchain Technology
affect Accounting?
BY Dhwani Dilip Patel
Busting myths
It is a myth that technology will deplete the number of jobs. According
to the U.S. Bureau of Labour Statistics, jobs for accountants and
auditors are projected to grow by 4% between 2019 and 2029. Many
IFAC organization have already started spreading awareness of
blockchain technology and digital assets, educating their stakeholders,
and offering insights and guidance. As Accounting Today writes, “as
with any evolution, whether Darwinian or technological, those who
aren’t willing to adapt risk being left behind.”
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Significant Income tax updates
during the last FY 2021-22
BY Santosh Kumar V
Higher TDS/TCS Rate for Income Tax Return Non-Filers:
Two new Sections 206AB & 206CCA have been inserted in Income Tax
as a special provision providing for higher rate for TDS or TCS for the
non-filers of Income Tax Return.
At Present, Section 206AA of Income Tax Act, 1961 already provides for
a higher rate of TDS & Section 206CC higher rate of TCS for not
furnishing PAN information.
The motive behind the introduction of these two sections is to ensure
filing of return of Income by the persons who suffered a reasonable
amount of TDS/TCS. This section provides higher rate of TDS and TCS
respectively for those assessees who had not filed Income Tax Returns
both Assessment Years ie., relevant to 2 previous years which are
immediately before the year in which tax is required to be deducted or
collected.
This amendment is effective from 1st July 2021.
Notwithstanding anything contained in any other provisions of the Act,
where tax is required to be deducted at source under Sections 192,
192A, 194B, 194BB, 194LBC or 194N on any sum or income or amount
paid or payable or credited, by a person to a person who not filed
Income Tax Returns, Tax shall be deducted at higher of the following:
Twice the rate specified in the relevant provision of the Act; or
Twice the rate or rates in force; or
At the rate of 5 Percent.
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Significant Income tax updates
during the last FY 2021-22
BY Santosh Kumar V
Section 115 BAC: New Tax Regime in case of Salaried & Non
Salaried Persons:
The benefit of the New Tax Regime is made available to only Individuals
and HUF taxpayers and this New Tax regime is made applicable w.e.f. 1st
April 2020.
Tax rates under new tax regime and existing tax regime were as follows:

For opting a new tax regime for individuals and HUFs as per section
115BAC of the Act, the taxpayer would be required to file Form 10-IE
or before the due date of filing of ITR.

For Salaried Tax Payers:
A salaried taxpayer can choose the new tax regime at the beginning
of the Financial Year and same would be intimated to their employer
and based on which tax liability calculated and TDS shall be deducted.
Once the regime is opted in the employee cannot change their choice
anytime during the financial year. However, They can change their
choice while filing the return of Income.
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Significant Income tax updates
during the last FY 2021-22
BY Santosh Kumar V
Under the new tax regime Assessee should forego certain exemptions
and deductions they were referred as Leave Travel Concession u/s
10(5), House Rent Allowance u/s 10(13A), Standard deduction under
salaries u/s 16, Professional Tax u/s 16, Minor Child Income Allowance
u/s 10(32), Children education allowance, Other special allowances
under section 10(14), Interest on Housing Loan in case of Self
Occuped or Vacant Property u/s 24(b), Deductions from family
pension u/s 57, Deducitons under section 80C, 80D, 80E and so on.

For Non Salaried Tax payers:
A Non – Salaried taxpayer, on adopting the new tax regime might
prove beneficial as the level of income arises. They get fewer
exemptions under old scheme when compared with the salaried. So,
when we move to the higher income, tax saved under the new tax
regime will be more than the tax-saving foregone by not claiming
deductions.
A Non-Salaried taxpayer (taxpayer with an income from business or
profession) cannot opt-in and opt-out of the new tax regime every
year. Once the taxpayer opts-out of the New Tax regime, they cannot
opt-in again for the new tax regime in the future.
Taxpayers cannot claim to set-off the brought forward losses.

TDS on Purchase of Goods:
Specified Buyer of goods, responsible for paying to any resident, need
to deduct tax @ 0.1% of the purchase amount exceeding Rs. 50 Lakhs
as per newly inserted section 194Q of Income Tax Act, 1961. TDS need
to be deducted while making payment to the supplier.
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Significant Income tax updates
during the last FY 2021-22
BY Santosh Kumar V
Here Specified Buyer means, person having total sales/gross
receipts/turnover exceeding Rs. 10 Crores immediately preceding FY
in which such purchase of goods took place.

Disallowance of deduction for non deposit of EPF, ESI or any
other Employee bebefit:
In order to ensure timely deposition of employees contribution to PF,
ESI or any other employee welfare funds by the employer on or
before due dates under the Act, this disallowance of the same was
made under section 143(1).
Now the Employer has to deposit employees' contribution to these
funds on time as per the due date under the relevant Act in order to
claim the deduction in the respective Assessment Year. Otherwise the
deduction shall not be allowable at all on the same.
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Compliances not be missed in the
month of March 2022
BY CA Jithendar Patel
The month of March is usually a very busy month as it marks the end
of the financial year. However due to hefty work some of the
compliances may be missed or the books may not be updated fully
for the audit and which eventually will delay the process of audit and
filing of Income tax return and Tax audit reports.
Here is the Top 5 list of compliances that cannot be missed in the
month of March 22, which when compiled shall result in faster
completion of audits.
1) Pay Final Advance Income tax installment by March 15th. All
Businesses must pay Advance Income tax of 100% by March 15th if
their tax liability for the year exceeds Rs.10,000/-. However there are
certain exceptions to this like senior citizens who can pay tax along
with their Income tax returns without paying any additional interest.
Non- Payment of Advance Income tax attracts Interest which is about
1% per month till the date of filing ITR which may add additional
burden on the business.
2) Do take care of the TDS Provisions of Income tax act. If any of the
TDS Deductions on various expenditures is missed the same can be
paid now along with interest. Not Complying to the TDS provisions
may amount to disallowing of expenditure by 30% and shall increase
the tax liability. Further Deducting the TDS later stage may not help in
recovering the amount from the supplier.
3) Reconcile Turnover & Input Tax credit as per Books and GSTR 3B,
GSTR 1 Returns and if there are any differences or corrections then it
can be rectified in the month of March 2022 such that the Turnover of
the books matches with that of GST returns.
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Compliances not be missed in the
month of March 2022
BY CA Jithendar Patel
Further any difference can be noted out and explained to the
statutory auditor during audit and also to the Statutory Authorities
during any inspections or notices if any.
Also Corrective follow up can also be done to the suppliers who have
not filed their GST Returns.
4) Also do Stock counts as on 31st March can be helpful in arriving at
accurate Profits for the financial year. Provisions for pilferage or
losses can be made based on the stock count.
5) Make all provisions for expenses in the books and pass all the
necessary entries in books such that they are ready for Statutory or
tax AuditAudit.

Hope this list is useful and will sensitize your accounts team to take
necessary action.
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Important Case Law GST
BY Rishav Jain
Supply of goods and supply of service made from different
registration of the same taxpayer is neither a works contract
nor composite supply?
Appellate Authority for Advance Ruling in the case of Vertiv Energy
Pvt Ltd has ruled when the goods are supplied from one registration
and the installation of such goods has been made from different
registration would not be a composite supply.

Facts:
1. Single contract for supply and installation of UPS with separate
consideration.
2. UPS supplied by Maharashtra registration by issuing the invoice.
3. Installation service started after the transfer of ownership of the
UPS.
4. Installation service billed from the Delhi Registration.
Ruling:
The presence of two taxable persons would clearly preclude the
impugned supplies from being considered as being in the nature of
composite supply, wherein one of the essential conditions is that
there should be a single taxable person who is undertaking all the
supplies involved in a particular transaction.
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Important Case Law GST
BY Rishav Jain

Comment:
1.The crux of the ruling is that the supply of installation service is
after the transfer of ownership of the UPS and hence the same is
neither a works contract nor a composite contract.
2.In which case, individual tax treatment needs to be given for the
respective supplies.
3.If the same is done together then it could be treated as a works
contract. Merely the same is billed from two different registration
will not take away the essence of the transaction.

Action Point:
For all the contracts where there is a supply of goods and service,
the point of transfer of title in goods and the supply of service
there on needs to be determined for the appropriate tax
treatment.
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Important Case Laws in Income Tax
BY Rishav Jain
Important CASE LAWS in Income tax:
1. Name: HCL TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
Court: SUPREME COURT (SC)
Conclusion / Summary in brief:
Freight, insurance, telecommunication charges & expenses for
providing technical service outside India – Excluded from Export
Turnover (T/O) as well as Total Turnover (T/O).
2. Name: C ARYAMA SUNDARAM
Court: MADRAS HIGH COURT (MAD)
Conclusion / Summary in brief:
Construction of House-1 started in PY:10-11 and completed in
PY:16-17. House-2 sold in PY: 15-16 (LTCG). Can assessee claim
exemption u/s 54 on construction of House-1 for LTCG of House
2?
Yes, as time limit is not given for commencement of construction,
it is given only for completion of Construction i.e., 3 years after
the date of transfer.
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Important Case Laws in Income Tax
BY Rishav Jain
3. Name: CANARA BANK
Court: SUPREME COURT (SC)
Conclusion / Summary in brief:
Interest to New Okhla Industrial Development Authority (NOIDA is a
corporation established by or under the Uttar Pradesh Industrial Area
Development Act, 1976) – it’s a Corporation under State Act, so no
need to deduct TDS u/s 194A.

4. Name: SKY LIGHT HOSPITALITY LLP
Court: DELHI HIGH COURT (DEL)
Conclusion / Summary in brief:
Notice u/s 148 has been issued erroneously in the name of the
erstwhile company which has now been converted into an LLP - LLP is
required to appear before the AO. Notice is Valid.
5. Name: REGEN POWERTECH PVT LTD
Court: MADRAS HIGH COURT (MAD)
Conclusion / Summary in brief:
Assessee filed late return due to reasons beyond the control of
assessee (CA refused to sign audit report on last day and new CA
appointed - NOC from earlier CA - Time lapse). In this case CBDT
should condone the delay.
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